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ABSTRACT
HUKA ENTERTAINMENT:
(Under the direction of Victoria Bush)

For my thesis I took an in-depth look at HUKA Entertainment, which is the
company I co-founded in January 2006. The paper is divided into two major sections.
The first section of the paper covers our largest event to date: The 92 ZEW Late
Night Concert Series. This section of the paper also covers the many business
opportunities in the music industry, the history of HUKA Entertainment, and all the
elements it takes to produce a live event. The second section of the paper covers a
detailed marketing plan for HUKA’s current status and its future plans.
After HUKA Entertainment completed the 92 ZEW Late Night Concert
Series many strengths and weaknesses became apparent but I wanted an outside
perspective to help my business operate more efficiently. One way I measured the
success of our largest event to date was through a quantitative survey sent to people
who attended the event and to those who were invited through web advertising. The
survey was intended to gain an understanding of how music fans felt about our event
compared to similar events and what type of musical acts fans in our target market
want to see. I also interviewed a number of venue owners, artists, and artist managers
to gain further insight on what a concert promoter can do to create a professional
music event. Much of the research regarding HUKA Entertainment’s marketing plan
was generated through focus groups at music business conferences attended by the
founders of HUKA Entertainment in Los Angeles, CA and Austin, TX. My research
and execution of the 92 ZEW Late Night Concert Series, combined with the priceless
learning experience of music business conferences has put HUKA Entertainment in a
position to correct mistakes involving the daily operations

of a business and has

mapped out our future in the music business.
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Chapter 1
Music As a Business
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1. Music Industry Trends
Music is big business and it is an art that is very accessible to the public
for free. There are over 10,200 commercial radio stations with 99% of
American homes owning at least one radio (Krasilovsky 3). Also the sale
of music DVD’s accounted for $4.6 billion in 2004 alone (Krasilovsky 3).
The spread oftechnology through music downloading sites such as Kazaa
and Limewire are killing major record labels who have seen overall record
sales drop 15% in the last three years(Barnes 1). According to the
Recording Industry of America, Internet downloading or piracy, cost
record companies sales of$4 bilHon in 2002(Krasilovsky 5). Bands today
seem to be giving their music away in hopes of making up lost profits
through touring and merchandise. Bands today cannot rely on record sales.
In the United States, about 27,000 records are released annually and only
about 10% are profitable (Krasilovsky 6). Bands are hitting the road to
1
survive with touring revenues reaching record-breaking levels of$3.
billion in 2006, which is up 16% from the previous year(La Monica 1).
The Rolling Stones brought in record heights of$150.6 million in 2006
with $138.5 million generated from concert touring(Rose 1). Digital
music sales are working hard to make up for drops in hard copy record
sales by generating $2 billion in revenue and accounting for nearly 10% of
all music sold in 2006(Rose 1).
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2. Jobs in the Music Business
There are many opportunities to work with music beyond the dream of
ripping out a twenty-minute guitar solo in front of20,000 of your closest
friends. One formerly popular route was working for a record label. The
major record labels known as the “Big 5” are Universal Music Group,
BMG Entertainment, EMI Group, Warner Brothers Music, and Sony
Music Entertainment(Russell 1). There are also thousands ofindependent
labels known as “Indies” which provide a more laid back less corporate
atmosphere. A coveted job in the record industry is an Artist and
Repertoire representative who searches for new talent and plays an
important role in development of artists’ careers in the areas ofrecording
albums, management, and promotion (Russell 1). Otherjobs in the music
industry include music promoters, recording technicians, producers,
publicists, tour booking agents, and venue owners. There are many frelds
in the music business and if music is your passion you just have to figure
out what area you want to be a part of
3. Why I Entered the Music Business
The music business is a cutthroat industry plain and simple* Everyone is
selling something whether it be the band selling merchandise, a promoter
trying to sell tickets, or a booking agent working to contract a higher artist
guarantee. The music industry is made up of a small group oflike-minded
people who love music but seem to be willing to lie, cheat, and steal to
stay in business. This short description would lead many to ask. Why
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would you want to work in a business like that?” I cannot give you a
logical fact-based answer. The only response I can come up with is
passion. I have been an avid music fan for years attending concerts on
three continents. I link myself, and my work in music with those trying to
make it on the stage. Struggling artists can handle all the traveling, late
nights, and lack of financial security because ofthe feeling cheering fans
give them. I get the same feeling sitting in the back of a concert my
company has produced. The feeling people get from seeing their favorite
artist perform allows them to escape reality and experience what it feels
like to live in the present, even if it is just for a few hours. Besides the
fans, my goals in the music business can be construed as selfish. Everyday
I look around at so many adults and even my peers in college, and they
seem so defeated. They do not think that how they choose to earn a living
can affect anybody s life so they settle for a safe job and wonder what
could have been. Any job or career can affect people in a positive way if
the person performing a duty believes in, and has passion for what they
do. Observing passion in a person can lead people to find what makes
them happy. Music invokes passion in people and ifI can play a small part
in making music more accessible through producing concerts I will have
been successful. A.concert I produce could inspire people to find what
they are passionate about and allow dreams to become reality.
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Chapter II
HUKA Entertainment Group
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1. HUKA Entertainment’s History
HUKA began as a late night conversation between two friends about how
amazing it would be to make a living working with music and has since
transformed in to a partnership with the common goal ofimproving the
Mobile, AL music scene through the execution oflive concert events. The
spelling we use for our company name is derived from a drum used in
rural India for town festivals. The drums rhythmic beat is used to gather
people for song and dance in a revolving circle. At modem day music
festivals people gather in similar circles beating drums and strumming
guitars. These “drum circles” give strangers access to one another through
music and the lost art of conversation. HUKA wants to use live concert
events as larger versions ofthe “drum circle” using music to expose
people to one another.
We got our start in January 2005 promoting and producing a benefit
concert for L’Arche Mobile (see appendix 1)with Universal recording artist
Eliot Morris. HUKA’s first concert sold 800 tickets and raised $3000 for
L’Arche. We returned to put on the same event in 2006 with five acts
performing. Our next event came in August 2006 when we brought Lucas
Reynolds of Blue Merle to Mobile. HUKA quickly challenged its concert
production abilities by promoting and producing a four night concert
series in October 2006 that featured nationally known artists such as guitar
virtuoso Keller Williams and New Orleans own,Rebuth Brass Band.
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2. HUKA Entertainments Business Overview
The best way to describe HUKA Entertainment is as a one-stop concert
producing company. Because our company is in its infancy our staff must
perform all tasks of concert production where as larger, more established
companies have the luxury to focus on single facets ofthe music business.
We do everything from purchasing acts to securing a venue,to every
aspect ofthe execution ofthe actual concert. Our most recent work has
brought us into the areas of venue ticketing and talent buying for
independent venues.
3. HUKA’s Employees
HUKA Entertainment is a Limited Liability Corporation in the state of
Alabama with two controlling partners, A.J. Niland and myself We
choose to become an L.L.C. to avoid double-taxation by taxing each
member of the L.L.C. on an individual basis separate from the business.
We currently have a full-time staff ofthree. Jonathon Thom,out of
Birmingham, AL is currently handling marketing for events we produce
and is the office manager. A.J. Niland, a founding partner, is responsible
for booking artists for performances and generating new business in the
areas ofticketing and talent buying. I manage our company’s finances and
day ofshow concert execution. W^e also have a part-time employee by the
name of Elijah Griffin who is working towards his degree in music
business administration at the University of South Alabama. His day of
show duties include the technical aspects of concert execution including
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the load in/load out ofequipment and sound and lighting set up. Everyone
that works at HUKA.Entertainment has the added responsibility of voicing
his or her opinions on what acts to bring in and how we can operate more
efficiently as a business.
4. Strengths
After a year and a halfspent producing live events we are beginning to
recognize some of our company’s strengths. Our youth, market
knowledge, and quality of work have begun to get us noticed (see appendix
15). Our youth allows our staffto be fi-ee fi-om responsibilities that slow
other businesses down such as having a family. We are in the position
currently to put our heart, soul, and time into HUKA. Our age also seems
to impress people we have worked with. They like the fact that we are
young, passionate, and persistent. While att^nHing the Concert Industry
Consortium in Los Angeles, Duffy McSwiggin, an agent firom Monterey
Peninsula Artists, told the crowd that gathered to hear him speak that there
was one set ofpromoters that have figured out how to get his attention.
Duffy McSwiggin said,“HUKA Entertainment out ofMobile, contacts me
almost to the point of annoyance but realizes when to back off and
because ofthis they are getting the top artists firom my roster.”
Our youth also gives us a step up in the area of market knowledge. We
usually cater to the jam band fan base, which consists mainly of college
age music fans. AVe are able to use our peers as a guide for what bands to
bring to Mobile. Also we have surprised many artists, tour mangers, and
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booking agents by the quality of concerts we produce. We have begun to
earn the respect of people in the music business by paying bands on time,
having the proper equipment for acts to perform, and by employing the
proper people so concerts run seamlessly.
You do not get second chances in the music industry. If you do not
perform you will lose valuable relationships with everyone involved. We
back up this strength by our continuing relationship with every person we
have worked with thus far. Our reputation has allowed our business to
grow. We have recently been invited to consult on a large local music
festival with thousands in attendance, known as Zewtopia. We have begun
to do graphic design work for local venues and have acted as third party
booking agents for local venues. Venues in our area have been contacting
us because ofthe relationships we have formed with national booking
agents. It is difficult to bring national acts to Mobile because it is
considered a small market. We have worked tirelessly commumcating
with booking agents over the phone or through e-mail, in a sense, to sell
the Mobile market. The relationships we have developed allow us to bring
bands to the Mobile market that would have never considered playing here
before. The majority of bands HUKA brings to Mobile can be credited to
our previous work with booking agents or through word of mouth from
other people in the industry. Agents are beginning to contact HUKA when
they are trying to book tour dates for bands they represent due to other
artists’ experiences playing a concert under HUKA’s direction.
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5. Weaknesses
Some of our weaknesses include our age, lack of experience, and
underestimating the importance of business and financial management.
We have had trouble in the past convincing booking agents and venues
that we are their peers and capable ofrunning a concert operation despite
our age and lack of experience. Also, our financial record keeping needs
to be streamlined, along with delegating responsibilities during
performances.
6. Opportunities
HUKA’s opportunities seem endless at this point. We have been receiving
a steady supply ofbooking agent offers for high profile bands and

our

concert execution is becoming second hand. We are currently expanding
in the area ofticketing through a company out of Austin,TX to meet the
need for a centralized ticketing agency in Mobile. Mobile has

numerous

sporting events that are not contracted to Ticketmaster leaving the market
open for an improved form of purchasing tickets for events. We are also
currently continuing to promote concerts on the Gulf Coast but have
begun talks with venues in San Diego, Little Rock, and Hattiesburg about
becoming their exclusive talent buyers in the near future.
7, Threats
HUKA’s number one threat is lack ofticket sales. Because we do not own
a venue we cannot make up a lack ofticket sales through alcohol sales.
We must bring acts to the Gulf Coast that the market is willing to pay to
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see. HUKA Entertainment is not currently threatened by heavy direct
competition in the area of concert promotion but we must worry about
secondary competition such as casinos in Biloxi, the beach, football
games, and citywide events. As our music market continues to grow we
must keep an eye out for competition from outside markets such as New
Orleans and further.
8. Professionalism
Producing a concert is the end result of a lot of hard work and organization
internally at HUKA Entertainment. To achieve the credibility we need to
bring in quality music we must project an image of professionalism. Our
first step was to incorporate, open a business banking account, and get a
business mailing address. We have extended our accessibility by
beginning to build a company website(www.hukaentertainment.com) and
creating myspace.com business profiles. We have also done small things
that are necessary to compete with more established competitors such as
having business cards printed and even changing our answering machines
to have a more professional sound.
9. Confidence
In our business of creating live concerts we first and foremost, deal with
an artists booking agent who is responsible for booking gigs, tours, and
getting them the most money per performance. HXJKA s previous
experience has taught us that confidence is a must in the music business.
Agents are simply looking for the most money for every one oftheir artist
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because that is how they get paid and if you do not begin the price
negotiation with confidence you will end up paying a lot more to bring a
band to town then they are worth. This confidence also needs to continue
as you are paying for advertising in radio and print and also with venues
you are working in. Almost everything is negotiable in the music business
and if you do not understand the nature ofthe business and show fear at
the negotiating table you will be taken advantage of and not realize the
profits you could.
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Chapter III
The Product(The Concert)
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1. Artist Selection
The first step to producing a concert is brainstorming about what entertainers
will be a good fit for the market you are working in. Everyone at HUKA
collectively and individually spends a lot oftime researching bands by using
music industry guides such Pollstar (see appendix 5), which shows monthly
concert gross profits and attendance. This information allows us to study
similar markets to see what acts have been successful. We usually focus on
acts that have recently performed in Southeastern cities such as Birmingham,
AL and New Orleans, LA. Our biggest goal during our search for artists is to
allow them to plan their tour route with our area in mind. This is achieved
through constant commumcation with booking agents months before a band
goes on tour.
2. Venue Selection
Simultaneously, while we are working with a booking agent we are
communicating with venues securing dates and making sure they want the act
we are going after in their room. When this has been achieved we find out
what additional, if any, production equipment will be needed for a particular
artist that the selected venue might not own (see appendix 6). Negotiations of
venue rent and percentage ofbar cuts are also discussed at this time.
3. Concert Budget
The next step is to wait and see if the artist is interested in the date. If they are,
an informal offer is made including the band’s guaranteed pay. Ifthe band
agrees to the proposed guarantee we create a final budget, which shows all
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expenses such as advertising, that the promoter will incur on the front end (see
appendix 8). The budget is created by a pre-formulated excel sheet, which
shows potential profit for the performing act based on ticket sales. Ticket
prices are based on the band’s guarantee and a percentage of money a band
receives after all promoter expenses (advertising, production, promoter points)
have been paid, known as the backend. Once agreed upon, a contract is sent
over by the booking agent to the promoter and is signed by both parties
making the document legally binding at this point. Thirty days before a show
is set to take place all advertising is produced, ticket outlets are announced,
and the band receives 50% oftheir guarantee.
4. Day of Show
The day of a concert is the end of a long process where everything must

come

together. Production equipment must be at the venue and all hospitality
requirements such as meals and hotel accommodations made available for
performing artists. HUKA also must stay in constant communication with the
act’s tour manager to make sure the band is on time and receive everything
they need to perform. One ofthe most important elements to running a wellorganized concert is to keep consistent communication with paid and
volunteer workers for the event. We provide them with a schedule ofthe day’s
event and put them in different positions such as selling tickets, helping on the
load in and load out of all equipment used, and sale of artist merchandise. The
day of show is a vivid example of how well you planned the event weeks
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prior. After the event has concluded, we follow up with managers, artists, and
booking agents to measure our performance and improve for the future.

Chapter IV
Mobile Market Analysis

&

1. Deflnition
Mobile is located in Mobile County, Alabama along the northwest shores of
Mobile Bay. Mobile is home to the second largest Mardi Gras celebration, and
the oldest one. The city is rich with culture due to the fact Mobile has
officially flown the flags ofFrance, Spain, Britain, the Republic of Alabama,
the Confederacy, and the United States during its over 300 year history.
2. Marketing Demographics and Characteristics of Mobile
Mobile is located on Alabama’s Gulf Coast at the epicenter oftwo major
interstates, one being I-10 which runs east and west from Jacksonville, FL to
Santa Monica, CA and 1-65 which runs north and fi*om Mobile to Chicago.
Demographic information firom SRDS market profile guide combined the
Mobile market to include Pensacola, FL through Ft. Walton Beach,FL and
the area contains an adult population of967,538. Mobile is also within an
hour’s drive west of a large portion of Mississippi’s gambling industry in
Biloxi and Gul^ort, which includes a total adult population ofover 278,000
people. Mobile is the principal city ofits’ metropolitan city area with a
population.of approximately 580,000 residents. The majority ofthe Mobile
area’s population is Caucasian at 71.3% and Afiican-Americans follow in
second at 22.3%. The area also has a median income of$41,472.
3. Mobile as a Live Entertainment Town
For Mobile’s size, it hosts a number of large entertainment events including
Mardi Gras, GMAC collegiate bowl game,the Senior Bowl,the nation’s allstar showcase of college football, and the concert event, Bayfest. Mobile s
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location, close proximity to rich music towns like New Orleans, and warm
weather should make it consistent tour stop for national music artists.
Even though all the benefits to holding concerts in Mobile can be clearly seen,
it has been left offthe touring route of most musicians for years. Music
industry rumors have speculated that Mobile was “blackballed”, which means
musicians and others in the music business decided not to play shows in
Mobile. This took place in the 1970’s due to local promoters disgracing the
industry by not paying acts and misstating expenses for their own financial
gain. Before the blackball occurred Mobile was seeing a steady flow of mega
stars including the Rolling Stones and the Eagles. But until 1992 when the
black ball was unofficially lifted, the concert industry was dead in Mobile.
Since 1992 quality bands have been slowly return including Dave Matthews,
Bonnie Raitt, and Widespread Panic.
4. Characteristics of Mobile Music Scene
As concert events have begun to creep back to the city, citizens have
embraced them with open arms. The types of concerts that have come to
Mobile seem to cater to the college age crowd where shows are mostly played
at local clubs and to the upper middle class demographic with high dollar
shows at the Saenger Theater. Mobile has also earned a reputation as a “walkup town”, which means people never buy tickets in advance. This can be seen
at every show HUKA has sold out. HUKA has never sold a show out in
advance but has sold out five shows and counting. This prospect helps to
explain why the music industry is weary about coming back. When people do
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not buy tickets in advance they put a great deal of stress on everyone involved
in putting on a concert event. The promoters and venue owners are the ones
who suffer the most because they financially back musical acts and presale
tickets allow them to breathe and plan for the future.
Mobile is known as a traditional place not willing to experience change and
this shows in the type of acts that have been brought to Mobile, and have been
successful. Legendary acts such as Bonnie Rhaitt and the bluegrass queen
Alison Kraus have recently been through Mobile with overwhelming success
selling out their concerts in a matter of minutes. These types of acts are
attended well by middle age people who have the disposable income to pay
high-ticket prices to see their favorite artist. The types of acts that continually
come through Mobile have deep roots in southern rock and ajam/improv style
popular among today’s youth. Mobile tends to support acts that they are
familiar with, meaning they will pay to see a band they know repeatedly
before they pay to see someone they are not very familiar with. This trend
seems to be on the verge ofchanging because the variety acts playing Mobile
is increasing steadily.
People are beginning to associate Mobile as a town where live music is heard.
HUKA Entertainment can attest to this because at the Saturday event of our
concert series we had on-line ticket sales from Texas to South Carolina. Big
investments are being made in the Mobile area especially at the beach where a
10,200-seat amphitheater was just built. Mobile’s downtown area is also a
contributing factor to increasing live music events. Mobile shares many ofthe
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same cultural characteristics as New Orleans due to its French history. The
downtown area, where most events take place, is fit for concerts because
drinking establishments and music clubs can stay open all night. The
entertainment district is blocked offto allow street traffic at night and open
container laws are not strictly enforced, which draws masses ofpeople who
are looking to have a good time all night. The downtown area’s ability to
bring people in is a good environment to produce concerts because there is
always a number that go out and want to be entertained. Mobile is also in the
midst of a downtown revival with numerous business developments. One such
project, which will be completed in May 2007,includes an 800-foot office
building and an adjoining five star hotel. Because the total cost ofthe project
has exceeded $600 million an obvious investment in the revitalization of
Mobile’s downtown environment can be seen(Jumper 1).
5. Identification of Competition
HUKA Entertainment is lucky to have set up shop in Mobile because it seems
to be an expanding untapped market. Soundstage Live out of Tampa,FL is the
only other company that focuses primarily on concert promotion in our area.
Soundstage seems to be experienced in the industry but does not understand
the market very well. They have brought in an enormous amount ofconcerts.
Some ofthe acts they have brought to town have been quite successful but
others have been massive failures due to throwing concerts that Mobilians are
not ready for such as singer-songwriter Pete Yom. Some of our other direct
competitors include local venues that book their own music such as The Soul
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Kitchen Music Hall, The Saenger Theater, and the Mobile Civic Center. With
the lack of direct competition our greatest concerns are secondary competitors
such as casinos in Mississippi, the beach, the small amount of people living
downtown, bars with no cover charge, and Mobile’s unwillingness to
experience different types of music.
6. Strengths and Weaknesses of Competitors
Our direct competitors such as Soundstage have an advantage in the area of
experience. They have been producing shows across the U.S. before our staff
was even bom. This experience has given them an edge because of how
important contacts are in the music business. On a few occasions Soundstage
has talked booking agents out of giving us high visibility acts because ofour
youthful age and lack ofreal concert experience. Venue owners also have the
advantage of cash flow through bar sales to allow them to take more financial
risks on lesser-known acts. We feel their weaknesses far out weigh their
strengths. Soundstage Live has brought in a number of acts the Mobile market
did not respond even though they were nationally known acts. This is because
they are currently over-estimating Mobile’s music growth. We have a good
handle on what bands to bring in because our peers make up the vast majority
of concertgoers and we have the ability to refer to them for information. Their
experience can also work against them because they are not familiar with how
artists want to be treated today.
We have been breaking our neck to perfect the smoothness of our day ofshow
operations, which have provided us with compliments firom every show we
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do. Some artists and band management have asked why we work so diligently
to cover the finer details ofkeeping artists satisfied when the minimum
amount of effort will do. The only way we can respond is by saying,“Wejust
didn’t know how the industry worked historically, so we treated our
performers how we would like to be treated”. At HUKA Entertainment we
define integrity as quoting proposed expenses accurately, treating every
person involved with a ETUKA concert with the same respect, and doing
everything in our power to promote a positive show environment. Our
integrity is tested at every concert we produce because if we do not perform
we will not get another show fi*om a particular tour agent’s artist roster. Also
youth has proved to be a benefit because after artists have seen how
professional we act they cannot believe the two founders ofour company are
in college. They seem refireshed by our industry innocence and have rewarded
us by giving positive reports to their booking agents whom control tour routes.
The only complaints we receive are about the aesthetic appeal of Mobile’s
music venues, which we have no control over. On numerous occasions artists
have told us that if they were not treated in the manner HUKA Entertainment
treats them in Mobile they would not play here because ofthe lack of
investment in venues. Club owners who book their own acts do not seem to
realize that if an artist is not placed in a nice green room with simple things
like clean facilities they will not come back to Mobile. This causes local
venues to lose high profile acts that could make a name for their club and
bring credibility to Mobile’s music scene.
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Chapter V
Research Methodology
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1. Methodology
Given the nature of a concert atmosphere, traditional survey research is
difficult to obtain during, or even after a show. In an attempt to gather the
most useful information possible, I collected the contact information of30
people who attended the event. I also picked 70 names fi'om a list comprised
of people who received a notification survey about the Late Night Concert
Series on www.facebook.com. A nearly even amount ofpeople that made up
the list of70 were chosen based on ifthey said they were attending the event,
maybe attending, or not attending. Information was also gathered through
other methods such as observation and talking to fans during the event. I also
spoke with the venue owner where the event took place to measure how well
we met their needs, along with speaking to other venue owners about what
they expect from outside promoters. Additional information was gathered
from artist management about how the artists felt about performing under our
direction during the event. Artist management was more informative than the
artists because they handle the business aspect ofthe artists touring route and
they will bluntly tell about the artist experience and ifthey plan on coming
back to your area for a show in the future.
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2. Questions for Fans
1. Were you aware ofthe HUKA Productions Late Night concert Series
that took place from October 5-8^*" 2006?
2. How did you hear about the Late Night Concert Series?
3. HUKA Productions plans to bring the late night concert series back to
Mobile year after year. What acts would you like to see next year?
4. Did you attend the Late Night Concert Series?
5. What acts did you see perform?
6. How long did you have to wait to enter the venue?
7. Would you return to the Late Night concert next year?
8. What was your overall opinion about ticket prices at the concert
series?
9. How does this event compare to other similar events you have
attended?
10. What suggestions do you have about improving the event for next
year?
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3. Answer Summary-Fans
Were you aware of the Late Night Concert Series and how did you hear
about the event?
Fourteen ofthe fifteen people who responded to the survey said they were
aware ofthe Late Night Concert Series before it took place. The question
allowed more than one answer and the most common ways people heard about
the event was through a fiiend and through a website(www.facebook.com,
www.mvspace.com, or through the bands website).
HUKA Productions plans to put on the Late Night Concert Series every
year. What acts would you like to see next year?
Here is a list of acts people want to see for next year:
Eliot Morris, Galactic, Government Mule, Mike Gordon, Karl Denson Trio,
Trey Anastasio, Xavier Rudd, Les Claypool, Umphrey’s McGee,Disco
Biscuits, Sound Tribe Sector 9, Keller Williams, String Cheese Incident,
Martin Sexton, Wilco, Robert Randolph, Widespread Panic, among others
This information is an important representation ofthe Mobile music market
because just about all ofthese bands fall into the same genre of music known
as Jam/Improv bands. This gives HUKA a good foundation of what type of
acts to bring to the fans.
Did you attend the Late Night Concert Series?
Fourteen ofthe fifteen people that responded to the survey attended the event.
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What acts did you see perform over the length of the event?
The majority of people who responded to the survey came to see the Saturday
act, which was Keller Williams with Rebirth Brass Band on Friday in a distant
second. Our Thursday night act Will Hoge and our Sunday night show Need
to Breathe with Eliot Morris followed with the same number offans saying
they attended the above shows.
How long did you have to wait to enter the venue?
The majority of people said they walked right in with a wait time often
minutes being the second most common answer.
Would you return to the Late Night Concert Series next year?
Everyone who attended the event this year said they planned on returning to
the event in the future.
What was your overall opinion of the ticket prices for the shows? Will
Hoge $10, Rebirth Brass Band $12,Keller Williams $27,and Need to
Breathe with Eliot Morris $8
Over 90% ofpeople who responded felt that ticket prices for the event were
acceptable while just a couple ofpeople felt that the prices for the overall
event were too expensive.
How does this event compare to similar concert events you have attended
in the past?
“It wasn’t very crowded on the last night but I expected that is because
it took place on a Sunday.”
“The event was similar but I really enjoyed the smaller

venue.
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I think it was great. I especially enjoyed a big name act like Keller

Williams and it’s good for Mobile to have something like this. I have
never been to a late night concert series and it is good to see Mobile’s
music scene come to life. Keep up the good work HUKA.
(ft

I enjoyed the Keller show. It is nice to have a venue^ar that hosts
»>

amazing artists and a cool kick back place to hang out in Mobile.
Equal if not better than most I have seen.
((

Well it was an overall good vibe but the venue was small.

((

I know ya’ll can’t match Voodoo or Jazz Fest but it was great. I

wasn’t able to see all the acts but would have if I could. It is nice to see
Mobile develop a music scene and ya’ll are leading the way. Let me
know if ya’ll need a place to crash in New Orleans and keep up the
)»

good work.
What suggestions do you have for improving the event for next year?
The shows were great but having to pay an extra three dollars at the
door for a membership card was stupid and I was with a few people
»

that did not come in because ofit.

“No Sunday show and better sound quality.
it

Better promotion and ticketing. I know a lot ofpeople that wanted to

come Saturday but they did not because they thought the show was
»»

sold out.
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\jv.

‘Lower ticket prices. I gladly would pay $27 to see Keller Williams
but I know more people who would have come if ticket prices were
lower.
‘Regional ads. I only know about the event through a friend. Also
maybe add some better known acts but other than that it was great.
4. Venue Owner Information
After the event I spoke with the venue owner where the event took place to
gather instant feedback on our overall performance. Brad Young, owner ofthe
Soul Kitchen, was pleased with the turnout but felt the Sunday show was a let
down because the Saturday show sold 1000 tickets. He also commended
HUKA on its ability to run a concert with out too much ofhis staff’s
involvement. Everythmg went well and HUKA is slated to hold around five
concerts at the Soul Kitchen during the spring. I also spoke with Michael
Pinapinto, who runs a venue called the Work Play in Birmingham, AL about
what he expects from outside promoters whom he has worked with.
“As long as promoters are professional and organized I usually don’t
have many problems.”
“Some people get into the business just to meet bands and are
distracted by the fans and the atmosphere. A good promoter takes care
ofthe business side ofthings like artist hospitality, advertising, and
making payments to rent a venue in a timely fashion.”
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Promoters have to deal with their peers always asking for free tickets
and to meet the band. Ifthey are mature in these areas things operate
smoothly.
5. Artists and Management’s Feedback
After every artist performance I asked them questions about how their
experience was playing in Mobile. Everyone said they had a great time and
wanted to return to perform in Mobile. Keller Williams, our Saturday act,
could not get over the age of our staff Keller said,
“I cannot believe how young you guys are. Usually when you see
college age kids helping out with shows they are distracted and don’t
understand the business very well. They don’t understand what an
artist needs to receive in order to want to return year after year to a
city. Ya’ll(HUKA)was on top of everything even though the venue
was kind of a dump.I want to come back to Mobile so stay in touch.”
I also spoke to artist management after the concerts to find out anyway we
could improve for the future. Keller Williams tour manager Matt Hogan said,
“One thing I want to tell you is to RELAX.I think it is great you are
getting involved at such a young age but you have to realize every
show brings a multitude ofsmall problems. You gave us everything
we needed in the areas of production, artist hospitality, and how you
treated us as people. I really would only like you guys to be more
organized when it comes to payment after the show. You need to use
Excel programs and have a printer available because managers like to
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see everything on paper because ofthe nature of a cash oriented
business.
After the event we realized that artist managers report to their booking agents
to discuss the success of each show. We received good reports fi-om every
agent who represented an artist that performed at the Late Night Concert
Series. Sean Rappaport ofThe Agency Group, who represents Will Hoge,
said, “Will had a great time and would love to come back to Mobile.” He also
mentioned that he was a little disappointed vidth the turnout but realized that
we put a tremendous amount of work into advertising. He also said he know a
better crowd would come next time because it was only Will’s second time to
visit Mobile.
6. Analysis of Artist’s feelings about the Event
The concert industry and the people who work in it never give promoters
detailed information about how they feel about your performance. They
simply tell you if you did a good job or a bad job. Artists report to their
booking agents and the agent usually reflects the artist’s impressions. Because
of this the only true way to measure how well we did during the concert series
is by how willing an agent is to send us one oftheir artist in the future. Our
most high profile act at the concert series was Keller Williams who is
represented by an agency known as Madison House out ofBoulder, CO. We
spoke with his representative the day following the show and he reported that
Keller had a great time and could not wait to get back. Madison House also
gave us a November 26^ date for another one oftheir acts called EOTO based
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on Keller Williams report about our performance. Every act that played during
the concert series is represented by a major talent agency and we are in regular
communication with each working on bringing down more oftheir artist
roster to play in Mobile.
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Chapter 6
92 ZEW Late Night Concert Series
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1. Origin of Concert Series Name
After a concert HUKA produced in August 2006, a local AAA radio
station approached us about the possibility of working together in the near
future. We told them about our idea for a four-night concert series to
coincide with Mobile’s Ba)dest music festival. The idea to do a late night
concert series received its inspiration from late night shows held after New
Orleans’ Jazz and Heritage Festival in April. The radio station was very
excited about the idea and offered us $25,000 in advertising for the
naming rights on a one-year basis. We also choose a late night format
because Mobile’s Bayfest music event ended every weekend night at
11:30 P.M. Because ofthis our event began at midnight to attract the
thousands of music fans that flooded downtown Mobile as each night of
Ba3dest came to a close.
2. Venue Selection
The event was produced at Soul Kitchen Music Hall. We choose this
location for numerous reasons, the first being its excellent location a half a
block away from the entrance/exit gates at Bayfest. We also brought our
event to the Soul Kitchen because we had worked with their staff
previously as talent buyers booking Blues Traveler and by doing graphic
design work for them. The venue also met our size requirements with a
capacity of 1000. We know we needed a venue with a fairly large capacity
because our Saturday act routinely plays to crowds in excess of 1000.
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3. Artist Selection
As mentioned earlier, the first step to producing a concert is selecting the
right acts for the market you are working in. While in the process of
brainstorming for bands I saw a soulful rocker by the name of Will Hoge
in Oxford. His band had been to Mobile once before and we thought he
would be a perfect fit for our Thursday night slot. For Friday we booked
Rebirth Brass Band out ofNew Orleans to mesh with Mobile’s Mardi
Gras history and because their upbeat style keeps peoples feet moving
until our Saturday act, Keller Williams. We were unsure ifthe Mobile
market could handle a Sunday night show but we decided to test the
waters by booking Universal recording artists’ Need to Breathe and
singer/songwriter Eliot Morris.
4. Act Confirmation and Ticketing
We began the process of acquiring bands by e-mailing booking agents
from our growing contact list. We booked three ofthe four shows with
ease but a great deal ofnegotiation went into securing Keller Williams.
All contracts stated what the individual bands’ guarantees were and
discussed what percentage ofprofits they would receive (see appendix 7).
Artists usually expect to walk away with 60% to 70% of additional profits
after expenses are covered but in Keller Williams case, he received 80%
of additional profits from ticket sales. In the area ofticketing we choose to
go with a company out of Austin, TX called Frontgate Solutions who
provides ticketing services for events such as Lollapalooza and Austin
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City Limits (see appendix 9). We choose to use Frontgate because they
charge a much smaller service fee than ticketing juggernaut, Ticketmaster,
which drives up the price oftickets where fans would have to make up the
difference.
5. Advertising Techniques
We used a variety oftraditional advertising medias such as print and radio
but we also included styles that our target demographic of young, Internet
savvy concertgoers might use. In the area ofradio we were heavily
covered by 92 ZEW but we also choose to add additional advertising on
WABB 97.5 because their station has a larger reach and a similar format
to 92 ZEW.In the area ofprint we choose to go with a local entertainment
magazine named the Lagniappe, which has a circulation of20,000. We
advertised in the Lagniappe because it is Mobile’s guide to arts and
entertainment and is a well-known place people look for upcoming concert
information. Our event was also featured in the Mobile Press Register a
few days before the event free ofcharge due to our previous relationship
with the paper’s entertainment writer, Lawrence Specker. Also in the area
of print advertising we produced handbills and posters that were
distributed in Mobile, Birmingham, Tuscaloosa, Pensacola, and on the
Mississippi Gulf Coast(see appendix 13). Our total cost for print advertising
was $281. We also picked up Comcast Cable as a sponsor in return for
billboard space throughout Mobile. The ads appeared on seven digital
billboards in rotating order with other ads. Another method we used to
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spread the word was through the Internet, via a Face book account, which
links college students across the country. Through this site we paid a $30
fee to send a short notification survey to current students at the Auburn
University, University of West Florida, Loyola University, and the
University of South Alabama. We sent the sent the message to just under
1500 area college students making them aware ofthe event and asking
them ifthey planned to attend. The site also gathered their e-mail
addresses so we could contact them for post event information.
6. Sponsorship
Most concert events include sponsorship to cut down on expenses and we
felt the extra funds would increase our budget and allow us to increase the
quality of acts we could bring to Mobile. HUKA’s event was not
associated with Bayfest so we choose to look at their major sponsors and
go after their competitors. We noticed Miller Lite Brewmg Company was
a title sponsor for Bayfest so we contacted Budweiser to sponsor our
event. They agreed to a $600 sponsorship. We also contacted Mellow
Mushroom Pizza Company who choose to give $2000 for the event(see
appendix 10). We went to Mellow Mushroom because their sponsorship
gave us an additional ticket outlet and it is located across the street from
the University of South Alabama. We provided the concert sponsors with
ten complimentary(or comps)V.I.P. tickets, which allowed them to come
to each show for free and enjoy free food and beverages. The sponsors
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also appeared on all posters, handbills, and radio spots. Also a graphic of
their company logo reflected on the walls ofthe venue during the event.
7. Day of Show(s)
One of the most important features a production staff can have is
accessibility. We provided our staff with two hotel rooms in the same
place our artists were staying. We also had a number ofpeople who were
volimteering that we had to communicate with in the early afternoon to
verify their arrival time before every show. After we contacted all workers
we headed to the venue to prepare the merchandising table and arrange
artist hospitality requirements. At 6 P.M. we loaded in the artists’
equipment and checked them into the hotel. When the artist returned to the
venue sound and light check began. While this was taking place we
handled operational tasks such as gathering petty cash for ticket sales and
merchandise.
The portion of our staffthat operates ticketing is informed nightly on how
to handle large crowds by working with venue security. They are also
given the will call list and told where to direct people for faster entry.
When these tasks are complete the staff prepares for the doors to open to
sell tickets. The shows go by in a flash and a number ofimanticipated
problems are solved such as replacing petty cash and crowd control at the
entrance.
The real work begins after the show when the last ofthe crowds have left.
A portion ofthe crew would start breaking down the bands equipment so
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they can get back on the road as quickly as possible. While equipment is
loaded out my partner A.J. gathers money from ticket sales and makes a
ticket stub count to see if the band has been rewarded any backend in
edition to their guarantee (half of guarantee left to pay day ofshow). I
would begin to do a physical count of merchandise and money collected.
Since our staff sold the merchandise for the artists we were entitled to
15% of all things sold excluding hard items such as CD’s and DVD’s. The
band’s manager would also do a count of merchandise to see ifour
numbers matched up.
When everything is taken care of we spend the rest ofthe night asking the
artists and especially the band managers how we can improve. We spend a
lot oftime with the manager because they know how the artist really feels
and what it will take to get them back to Mobile in the future. When die
band drives offthe entire stafftakes a moment to swap stories and get
some sleep before the next band arrives.
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CHAPTER VII
Post Event Analysis
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1. Financial Results
The four-day event proved to be a financial success with gross
expenditures totaling $32,130 and gross revenue totaling $37,410 leaving
a net profit of$4,870. 40% of profits made firom the series went to HUKA
Entertainment’s investor generating a profit of$1,948 and creating a
return on his $10,000 investment of 19.5%. The remaining 60%, which
totaled $2,922 went to HUKA.Showing a respectable profit has given

our

investor the confidence to leave his share ofthe earnings in HUKA
Entertainment for our futiure growth. Making money is obviously essential
to keeping a business up and running but the mistakes made and learned
from are far more valuable for the future success ofHUKA Entertainment.
2. Strengths and Weaknesses for HUKA Entertainment during the
Event
Strengths
o

Most importantly, the acts we choose to perform brought people to
the event

o

We were staffed adequately for the size event we produced

o

We operated in a professional maimer in the areas of artist hospitality,
show production, and fan management

o

We were able remain calm imder pressure and correct minor problems
we experienced allowing the later part ofthe concert series to operate
almost effortlessly
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Weaknesses
o

We were not organized enough especially when it came to delegating
responsibilities to our staff

o

We also allowed the “party” atmosphere a concert provides interfere
with our pre-performance duties for the following day’s concert

o

Our Sunday show was the lowest attended by far and we should have
taken into accovuit the lack of desire fans in area would have to attend
a fourth consecutive show. With this being said we should have
cancelled the concert that took place on Sunday and ended on
Saturday with a concert that sold out

o

We did not combine our artist selection very well with the city wide
music festival that was taking place earlier in the nightjust a few
blocks away

o

We were irresponsible with inflow ofcash that we received every
night and did not have a plan for how we would secure ticket sale
money before the concert series began

3. Qualitative Analysis of the Event
The financial success of our event proves that we have the ability to
compete in the crowded music industry. We have shown despite our age
and inexperience, we belong in this business. This event allowed our
company to fix potentially large problems such as financial
mismanagement and general disorganization. HUKA matured more in
four days than it has in a full year. The event shows we are well equipped
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for the future in the areas artist management, artist selection, and show
production. We also feel that we have found a dedicated group of workers,
paid and volunteer, that share our vision for the future ofthe Mobile music
scene and are willing to work just as hard as we are to make our dreams
for Mobile and the entire Gulf Coast a reality.
4. Event Errors and Corrections
Our weaknesses show that we struggled with the overall organization and
management structure it takes to effectively run a business. Money
mismanagement and typically ordinary business operations such asjob
delegation will be our company’s downfall ifthey are not corrected in the
near future. We had never done an event longer than one day and we did
not have our employee’s prepared for this type oflongevity.
We are taking the profits generated from the event to cover the cost of
daily business operations such as post office costs, increasing our booking
budget, and travel expenses for meetings with out of state venues. We
have also begun the process of purchasing a computer that will be strictly
used to tighten financial control ofHUKA’s entire business operations and
current concert events. We are also going to purchase financial
management program QuickBooks to allow us to constantly know where
our money is at all times. We have created excel spreadsheets which

can

quickly calculate any financial situations. The spreadsheets will be used to
make offers for acts, create show budgets, pay artists after a performance,
and settle merchandise splits at the end ofthe night. HUKA has also
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become a client of Anderson & Wells C.P.A. in order to pay taxes
properly.
We are going to use the invaluable experience we gained from the concert
series to produce accurate employee responsibilities for each event we
produce. HUKA is also going to use this knowledge to employ a more
efficient scheduling system for day ofshow tasks. We want to adjust our
over arching aspirations of dominating the concert industry in one fell
swoop to a more day to day approach that will allow us to produce one
event at a time to the highest degree of quality as possible.
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Part II
Marketing Plan
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CHAPTER VIII
HUKA Entertainment Part 2
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1. HUKA Entertainment
HUKA Entertainment does not want to be a faceless corporation that only
strives to earn a profit. HUKA wants to add value to any community we work
in, especially the Gulf Coast, through the spread of all genre’s of music. We
plan on achieving this goal by promoting diverse musical styles, creating a
better concert experience through quality show production and reasonable
ticket prices. The members of HUKA are no different than the fans that attend
the concerts we produce. We are fans first. We have adopted the saying
“Yours in Music” because we want to be a company that music fans feel is on
their side. We do not promote music for artists or venue owners. When we say
“Yours in Music” we are letting those who attend a HUKA concert know that
everyone at HUKA has had a life changing moment because of music and we
will do what ever it takes to bring life changing moments to fans who have not
experienced one through music yet. People should attend a HUKA event to
experience how live art should be presented. HUKA who will always be
“Yours in Music.”
HUKA plans to achieve its goals by focusing on three strategic areas of
concert planning: Promotion, Talent Buying, and Ticketing, hi the area of
promotion, HUKA is working hard to bring national acts to smaller markets to
cut down on the travel time and expenses people have to deal with when they
travel to larger cities to see music. HUKA has been working with many local
venues in the Mobile area and is currently expanding to Birmingham, AL and
Pensacola, FL. HUKA Entertainment will produce and advertise for each
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event we promote to make sure the event operates without a hitch. We have
also been developing relationships with other venues in Austin, TX to develop
better routing options for touring artists. In the area oftalent buying, we plan
to use or relationships with booking agents to acquire the right entertainment
for any event. HUKA wants to use our hard work and contacts to ensure the
success of any event across the country. We are currently speaking with venue
owners in California, Arkansas and Mississippi about the possibility oftalent
buying at their venues. Finally in the area ofticketing, HUKA Entertainment
wants to streamline the process of how people get access to ticketed events
with the latest in ticketing technology and security. HUKA Entertainment can
handle ticketing at any venue or event across the country allowing venue
owners to focus on other tasks to ensure a stress-free event.
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CHAPTER XI
Products and Services
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What We Do
1. Concert Promotion
HUKA Entertainment was created to bring concert events to the Gulf Coast on
a level that has yet to be seen. Our spring concert line-up will include national
headliners like Robert Randolph and the Family Band, moe., Michael Franti
and Spearhead, and Sound Tribe Sector Nine. All ofthese artists either have
never played a show in Mobile or they are very infrequent visitors. Our abiUty
to bring these types of acts to Mobile personify the value we bring to

our

customer base including the venues we serve and of course the fans. HUKA
Entertainment has built strong relationships with the nation’s top booking
agents such as the William Morris Agency, Monterey Peninsula Artists, and
High Road touring to name a few. These relationships give us a distinct
advantage over any competitors allowing us to bring the fans the music they
truly want to see. Also because we are locally owned and operated we know
what bands the people ofthe Gulf Coast want to see.
2. Talent Buying
HUKA Productions is looking to not only bring the best music to the Gulf
Coast but also to anywhere else that is lacking a consistent music

scene

through the talent buying operations ofour business. Talent buying would
pertain to using our relationships with booking agents to schedule tour stops at
any music venue across the country. Talent buying could also work for
corporate, personal, or charity events.
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3. Ticketing
HUKA Entertainment has teamed up with Frontgate Solutions out of Austin,
TX to provide ticketing needs for any venue HUKA promotes a concert at any
venue HUKA provides the musical talent for. Frontgate has established a
solid reputation in the world of event ticketing by providing their services to
such events as Lollapalooza, Austin City Limits, and various other events
throughout the country. Our partnership with Frontgate allows us to sell
tickets to any event online and monitor who purchased the tickets and from
where. HUKA is also able to secure venue-ticketing operations with mobile
digital scanners. We are able to provide the most state ofthe art ticketing
system for any size event with halfthe service charges ofticketing giant,
Ticketmaster, allowing all involved in producing a musical event to retain the
maximum amount ofrevenue.
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CHAPTER X
Background of Products and Services
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Background of HUKA’s Strategic Business Units
A. Concert Promotion: Industry Overview, Competition, and Current
Trends
The modem concert industry is fairly young with its roots only stretching
back to the 1960’s when a Polish immigrant by the name ofBill Graham
opened the Fillmore in San Francisco and began bringing bands like the
Grateful Dead and Jefferson Airplane to the stage. The concert industry is
thriving currently bringing over $2 billion in 2006 with the Rolling Stones
alone grossing around $160 million(Rose 1). With thousands of venues in
operation in the United States concert promoters are in greater demand
than ever. The competition is made up mostly ofindependent promoters
but a few industry giants such as Live Nation produce the most events.
Live Nation is a former subsidiary of media behemoth, Clear Channel, and
much of their success can be attributed to the purchase of hundreds of
venues across North America.
Over the last ten years acts such as the Dave Matthews Band have been
selling out 20,000 capacity venues for years but change seems to be on the
way(Blum C.I.C.). The partners ofHUKA Entertainment attended the
Concert Industry Consortium in Los Angeles where focus group topics
included the transformation ofthe concert event to mainly focus on mid
size venues(venues with a capacity of 1500 to 3500)(Blum C.I.C.).
HUKA has access to many mid-size venues and is ready to meet the
changing concert industry head on.
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B. Ticketing: Industry Overview, Competition, and Current Trends
Ticketmaster, who controls ticketing for many arenas and music venues
has long dominated event ticketing. They earn profit by adding
“convenience fees” and service charges usually increasing the final price
of an event ticket by 20%-50%(01denburg 10). Ticketmaster still
dominates the industry but they are starting to feel the competitive heat
brought by Internet accessibility by companies such as www.tickets.com,
www.etix.com. and www.firontgatetickets.com. Companies like Frontgate
are offering virtually the same services as Ticketmaster with about half of
the service fees.
The entire music industry, including ticketing companies, are also
suffering from companies like Stub hub who offer tickets to any event in
the world with ridiculously high markups that produce profits not seen by
anyone involved in producing a ticketed event(McSwiggin C.I.C.) As
consumer confidence builds in purchasing items over the Internet and
ticketing software becomes more accessible, the mdustry will see more
competition firom upstart companies, which could in turn, continue to
lower additional costs involved in purchasing tickets to any type of event.
C. Talent Buying: Industry Overview,Competition, and Current
Trends
The history behind talent buying for concert events is not well
documented but the largest talent buying companies are created through
booking numerous events at venues they own,such as Live Nation.
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Numerous other independent talent buyers book concerts for venues and
corporate events. Most independent talent buyers are looking for venues
that currently bring music to their room personally. Talent buyers are
looking for the exclusive right to book a venue. This allows companies to
use their relationships with artists booking agents to bring acts to a venue
without risking any money, which is not the case for concert promotion.
Many venues book talent on their own but when the venue begins to grow
and become more stressful they hand over the duties to a qualified talent
buying company.
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Table l.T HUKA’s S.W.O.T. Business Units

Strengths

Weaknesses

Concert Promotion

Concert Promotion

●

Knowledge of target market

●

Inexperience

●

Concert execution knowledge

●

Delegation of staff
responsibilities

●

Age

Ticketing
Ticketing
●

Lower convenience fees

●

Best software available

●

E-mail server list

●

24 hour help line

●

Not focusing enough time on
aquiring new business

●

Upfront cost of equipment

Talent Buying
●

Booking agent contacts

●

Previous experience

Talent Buying
●

Age and low experience

●

Managing time responsbilities
with different venues
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Opportunities

Threats

Concert Promotion

Concert Promotion

Increasing demand from
artists looking to play dates
on the Gulf Coast

●

Other Promoters

●

Secondary Competition

Increasing inquires from
venues on the Gulf Coast

●

Low ticket sales

about bring in shows

Ticketing

Ticketing

●

Switching Mobile area venues
to Frontgate

●

Larger, more established
competitors

●

Sporting events in Mobile

●

Venues resistance to try a new
method

●

Using Frontgate at venues
HUKA talent buys at

Talent Buying
●

Current discussions with venues
in California, Arkansas, and
Mississippi

●

Current discussions with local

Talent Buying
●

Competitors in markets
HUKA is trying to compete

venues about taking over
operations
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Strategic Marketing Components
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Strategic Business Units Marketing Plan
1. Concert Promotion
A.

The Target Market

HUKA plans to focus the majority oftheir promotion eflforts on the
Gulf Coast in the Mobile, AL/ Pensacola,FL area with expansion
possibilities into New Orleans, Birmingham, and Jackson. The
majority ofshows we have produced have been targeted to the 1834 year old range that enjoy the jam band scene. We have chosen
to bring in acts that this particular group ofpeople enjoy because a
large majority ofthe jam band audience are college students who
have time to attend shows on a Sunday, Monday and ofcourse a
Friday. Fans ofthe jam scene typically do not support their favorite
artist by going out and buying CD’s. They do so by buying tickets
to numerous concerts. We do not want to limit ourselves to the jam
band scene so we have recently began producing acts in the hip
hop genre such as the Ying Yang Twins and we have also began to
move into promoting more estabhshed acts such as bluegrass
legends, Del McCoury.
B. Strategic Competitive Advantage
An advantage HUKA has over its competitors is our access to what
our target market wants. We are heavily involved with the local music
scene and we are plugged into people who share What type ofbands
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they want to see in the Mobile area. We have gathered information by
creating profiles on facebook.com and myspace.com, which allow ns
to poll thousands of people in our target market. Once we find out
what people want to see we use the relationships we have built with
booking agents across the country to bring in acts that the Mobile
market never thought they would have a chance to see in their own
backyard.
C. Branding and Positioning
HUKA has also begun to create a reputation as the promoters who
are not afi-aid to bring acts that the Mobile area has never gotten to
experience live. Acts such as Michael Franti and Spearhead and
Sound Tribe Sector 9 are selling out thousands ofseats on the west
and east coasts and the only way our fan base has been able to see
such acts is through festival appearances. HUKA wants music fans to
see the bands they want without having to travel to major
metropolitan areas such as Atlanta. HUKA has been able to create an
image as fans of music among the people that pay to see the shows
we produce.
2. Ticketing
A. Target Market
HUKA wants to give venues another option in the area ofticketing
beyond industry giant, Ticketmaster. HUKA is trying to give music
venues, sporting events and other ticketed events an option. HUKA
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is currently talking with the thousand capacity Soul Kitchen Music
Hall where we produce the majority ofour shows about switching
ticketing companies. We are also working with numerous venues in
the area to do the same. Another avenue HUKA is pursuing is
Mobile’s connection with football. Mobile hosts the Senior Bowl(see
appendix 3), which is the premiere college football all-star game along
with the GMAC College bowl game (see appendix 2). Both ofthe
events sell out 45,000 tickets every year and neither one use a central
ticketing company. Also we plan to expand in the area oftalent
buying which would allow any venue we book shows for to become
eligible to become a Frontgate ticketed venue.
B. Strategic Competitive Advantages
Our partnership with Frontgate tickets gives entertainment venues a
choice in how people buy tickets to their events. Frontgate charges
service fees that are half the cost of Ticketmaster lowing the cost of
the ticket of an event, which is, passed on to those who buy tickets.
Frontgate also has the latest technology in the area of digital scanners
and Internet purchasing. These items allow a venue owner to feel
secure about the fact that those who are in their establishment to see
an event have paid the appropriate price. Frontgate also sends anyone
who is a Frontgate venue a report about who and where tickets were
purchased from allowing venue owners to know where their
customers are coming from so they can make their marketing tactics
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more efficient. Frontgate creates a specific e-mail server list so
venues can get information about their events to their target market.
Frontgate can create a ticketing plan for any venue to match their
individual needs (see appendix 14).
C. Branding and Positioning
HUKA Entertainment plans to use their partnership with Frontgate
tickets to give any venue and event a choice. Frontgate tickets can
establish an Internet based ticketing system that works across the
country with a set up that takes a matter of hours. Frontgate provides
the ticketing for large events such as Austin City Limits and
Lollapalooza to small music venues with a capacity of250. The
range Frontgate can expand its services allows events of any size to
receive a professional ticketing system that is reliable and stress fi:ee.
3. Talent Buying
A. Target Market
HUKA Entertainment is in search of any venue nation wide that
does not want to deal with the burden ofbooking bands or does not
have the right contacts to bring in bands that will get patrons thru
their doors. HUKA always looks for opportunities to assist venues
on the Gulf Coast in bringing in the right musical acts but is
currently working on exclusive talent buying rights for venues in
Hattiesburg, MS,Little Rock, AK,and San Diego, CA.
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B. Strategic Competitive Advantages
HUKA Entertainment has been working tirelessly to communicate
with booking agents and venues across the country for over a year
and a half. We have developed relationships with some ofthe
biggest booking agents in the country such as Creative Artist
Agency, Monterey Peninsula Artists, and William Morris either by
personally working with one oftheir agents or through contacting
them for potential shows. HUKA Entertainment is continuously
developing new relationships by attending such events as the
Concert Industry Consortium conference where most major players
in the music business attend to network and figure out ways to
work together. HUKA is now able to use these relationships to
acquire acts fi*om just about any genre for an event anywhere in the
country by e-mail or over the phone. HUKA’s growing contact list
allows us to not only find just about any act in the country for a
particular event, but we can also get these acts at a lower price
because of our understanding of how artists get paid per
performance. We have booked and contracted over thirty concerts
giving us the necessary experience to understand the process and
take one more worry fi'om a venue owner when planning a musical
event.
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C. Branding and Positioning
HUKA Entertainment has focused their talent buying efforts on the
Gulf Coast in the past but we are looking to expand. HUKA has
recently contracted to do the talent buying for two venues in
California: Winston’s Beach Grill(cap. 250)in San Diego and the
La Paloma Theater in Encinitas, CA (cap. 500). This recent
expansion in our talent buying services gives us the credibility we
need to talent buy at any venue in the country. HUKA’s
opportunity to expand to Southern California brands our
organization as one who can handle any venues talent buying
needs from coast to coast. What makes HUKA unique in the area
of talent buying is our relationships with artists booking agents
across the country. Many promoters and venues across the country
cannot book bands that would sell out their rooms because they
cannot get in contact with a particular artist’s representation
because they have not built the right relationships. We also feel
like we have an advantage over our competition because everyone
at HUKA is young, loves music, and doesn’t realize that going
beyond the norms in the areas ofcommunication and personal
service is not the norm in the music industry.
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CHAPTER XII
Marketing Tactics
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Marketing Tactics
1. Concert Promotion
A. Product Issues
HUKA Entertainment plans to continue in the area ofconcert
promotion mainly in the Gulf Coast Region. HUKA knows the
overall market and what concerts the Mobile/Pensacola area wants to
see. HUKA’s expertise in the market can be seen through a number
ofsold out shows we have produced and financed over the last six
months. HUKA’s ability to know what type of music will sell on the
Gulf Coast combined with booking agent contacts, gives us an
advantage over any competitors who are contemplating promoting a
show on the Gulf Coast. We have also established relationships with
every major music venue in the Mobile/Pensacola area to guarantee
certain acts play at venues that suit their style.
Even when competition begins to seep into HUKA’s market we will
be able to hold our ground because ofthe brand recognition we have
established by the types of bands we have been bringing to the area.
The market we are currently operating in has never gotten to
experience the type of musical acts HUKA is bringing to the Gulf
Coast. The market’s lack offamiliarity with certain acts we are
bringing to Mobile allows us to purchase a concert at a lower price.
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The Mobile market keeps ticket prices low and puts artists in venues
they would normally sell out twice over in other markets. In example
of this can be seen with reggae rock sensation, Michael Franti and
Spearhead, whom we have scheduled to play on March 8*^. Michael
Franti usually sells around 2500 tickets per show at $30 a ticket on
the East and West Coasts. Music fans ofthe Mobile area will get to
see Michael Franti at a venue with a 1000 person capacity forjust
$20.
B. Distribution
As mentioned previously, HUKA Entertainment is committed to
building a music scene in Mobile and the surrounding areas. HUKA
plans to expand into neighboring communities to increase the
possibility of contracting bands for numerous shows throughout the
southeastern region.
C. Pricing
The art of music promotion can be seen behind the scenes when
HUKA as the buyer, makes an offer to an artist’s booking agent.
HUKA must factor in estimated costs such as artist’s guarantee,
advertising (radio, print, etc...), hospitality, transportation, hotels,
etc... which are all costs HUKA will ingest iftickets do not sell.
After HUKA estimates potential costs, a breakeven analysis ofhow
many tickets need to see to recoup all upfront expenses is performed
(see appendix 8). The breakeven analysis is achieved by setting a

proposed ticket price that an artist’s booking agent must agree to.
HUKA does not independently set the price of a ticket for a concert.
Our expenses and artists guaranteed money are the deciding factors in
what a fan must pay. HUKA must work to find a ticket price that is
acceptable in the eyes of the fan and covers all expenses for a show.
HUKA also plays a part in keeping ticket prices low by convincing
booking agents to accept lower guarantees for their artists who are not
frequent visitors to the Gulf Coast. We have to show that HUKA is
building a market and it will take time to introduce people to new types
of music.
HUKA has also begun working with an alternate offer method in
buying a show. We have offered a few artists something known as a
percentage deal where they will make a specified amount at each level
of tickets sold. The artist will not receive a guarantee up firont and
HUKA will be in a much safer financial position allowing us to use
money we already have to book more concerts for future dates. HUKA
can still incur losses but they will be minimized. The benefit of
percentage deals beyond financial terms include allowing HUKA to
bring in more acts to Mobile expanding what type ofmusic this market
is exposed to.
D. Promotion
Effective promotion is a key factor to a successful concert event
because if people are not aware a concert event is taking place then
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they obviously cannot buy a ticket and enjoy the show. Promotion and
advertising for a concert is usually bought and produced a month
before a show is set to take place. HUKA uses radio advertising for the
majority of concert events we host. The radio station selected to run the
advertising is chosen by the genre of music a performers work falls
into. HUKA also uses other forms of media including print. Print
advertising usually includes ads in the Lagniappe, Mobile’s
entertainment magazine and in the form ofposters and handbills.
Concert announcements are also made over the Internet on popular
sites such as www.mvspace.com and www.facebook.com. which are
heavily used by the college student population.
One ofthe most important items included in any concert promotional
material is the HUKA Entertainment logo. When fans experience an
amazing concert on the Gulf Coast we want them to realize HUKA
Entertainment provided it. This builds our brand in a positive hght
possibly enticing music fans to attend other concerts HUKA produces
for lesser-known artists based on their previous experience at a HUKA
Entertainment event. After attending a focus group entitled,‘TIow to
Market Without Radio” with Maria Brunner, owner ofInsight
Management,HUKA was introduced to the concept oflifestyle
marketing. Brunner spoke about getting your community involved
with any event a company is producing. She suggested allowing local
businesses to sell your tickets for a small fee. Brunner also said that
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building a promising music scene starts with its acceptance by the
town hosting such events. HUKA plans on participating in lifestyle
marketing by supporting local musicians, expanding our ticket sale
outlets, and by supporting other causes that the community deems
important such as the L’Arche

Light Marathon.

£. Future plans
HUKA Entertainment wants the entire music scene on the GulfCoast
to grow exponentially. A good way to build a community that supports
music is by supporting local musicians. HUKA always adds a local
performer to the bill ofthe majority ofconcerts we produce. This
increases the exposure for local artists allowing people to become
familiar with their music in turn creating a potentially larger fan base
allowing more fans to experience that artist’s music. Building the local
music scene would allow quality music to continually flow to the Gulf
Coast. HUKA has predominately produced concerts that fall into the
jam band category but in the future we would like to expanded to all
genres of music including coimtry, hip hop, and contemporary. HUKA
will use a wide range of music to produce concerts in numerous
venues numerous in the area to become more ofa part ofthe local
community and spread all types of music developing HUKA’s brand
image.
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2. Ticketing
A. Product Issues
HUKA Entertainment has recently become a physical ticketing outlet
for Frontgate Ticketing(The first outlet outside of Texas). HUKA’s
partnership with Frontgate Tickets allows tickets to be sold on line in
advance with half of the service charges as Ticketmaster. This
partnership would be useful for any venue with out a centralized
ticketing system. Frontgate can create a ticketing plan for any venue
across the country increasing ticket sales from online purchases and
allowing venue owners to concentrate on other tasks included in
operating a music venue.
Frontgate Ticketing could also be put to work at any sporting event,
which could be operated by trained Frontgate employees. Any venue

or

sporting event interested in a professional more efficient form of event
ticketing would receive a personalized plan produced by Frontgate that
would meet their needs in the area ofticketing. Frontgate tickets also
provides a 24 hour hot line if any problems should arise. Using
Frontgate provides its customers with an e-mail server list of who
purchased tickets, to what event, and where they are from giving
people like venue owners an invaluable list to communicate directly
with their target market.
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B. Distribution
Ticketing to any concert event HUKA produces would be available at
our office in Mobile, on HUKA’s website, on Frontgate Tickets
website, and on the website ofthe venue hosting the event. Internet
purchases give fans a better way to make sure they get tickets to the
concert of their choice before it sells out.
C. Pricing
Frontgate would not determine actual ticket prices, but they would
receive a small service charge for their services. As ticket prices
increase the service charge increases slightly. Service charges range
any where from two dollars on a ten-dollar ticket to six dollars on a
fifty-dollar ticket. A fifty-dollar concert ticket bought on Ticket master
would be well over ten dollars.
Table 2-T Comparison of Frontgate Tickets and Ticketmaster Fees
Frontgate

Ticketmaster

$56 Britney Spears Concert Ticket

$56 Britney Spears Concert Ticket

Fees:
$6.50 Total fees

Fees:

Total Ticket Price: $62.50

$3.50 Facility Fee
$9.00 Convenience Fee
$4.10 Order Processing Fee
Total Ticket Price: $72.60

HUKA Entertainment would also benefit fix>m signing venues and
sporting events up with Frontgate because they would receive one
dollar of the service charge. Also if a venue signs up they would have
to pay a $500 set up fee, which is waived with a contract oftwo or
more years. Potential customers would also need to acquire a ticketing
printer and computer that can run Frontgate’s ticketing software to
receive all the benefits of being a Frontgate ticketed business
(see appendix 14).

D. Promotion
All advertising and promotion HUKA does for a concert includes
information on how to purchase tickets through Frontgate or at our
physical location. As HUKA continues to bring more and more music
to the Gulf Coast fans will buy tickets through Frontgate giving us
direct access to the people who are attending HUKA’s concerts.
E. Future Plans
Mobile hosts numerous sporting events throughout the year with the
two largest being the Senior Bowl, which is the premier collegiate
football all-star game, and the GMAC collegiate football bowl game.
HUKA and Frontgate are planning to meet with the controlling powers
for these two events over the summer to see if going with Frontgate
might be in their respective games’ future. HUKA is also working
toward turning many music venues ticketing on the Gulf Coast mto
Frontgate run venues. Soul Kitchen Music Hall and The Whiskey are
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two venues in Mobile who are currently planning on switching to
Frontgate in the near future. HUKA would also like to expand its
partnership with Frontgate by signing up venues in other cities where
we buy the musical talent. Since HUKA is currently speaking to
venues in Hattiesburg, Little Rock, and San Diego about taking over
their talent buying operations there is a good chance more venues
across the country could be part ofthe Frontgate family soon.
3. Talent Buying
A.

Product Issues

As mentioned previously, HUKA’s talent buying sector probably has
the most freedom to expand because ofthe lack ofphysical presence
needed to be a successful talent buyer. Talent buying involves using
the relationships we have established through e-mails, phone calls,
music conferences, and past experiences giving HUKA a long list of
artists to purchase for any venue across the country. HUKA can also
get acts for lower prices through booking agent relationships. We can
also bring in acts to many venues at a cheaper rate through our contact
list of venue owners creating multiple tour stops for an artist. We are
in the process of developing a consortium of venues and promoters
that will potentially stretch from Florida to California IfHUKA is
able to book a band for multiple dates that particular artist’s price will
fall.
B. Distribution
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HUKA is currently been in negotiation to be the exclusive talent
buyers at two venues in San Diego. Our work with Frontgate Tickets
gives us access to the very large Austin music scene because Charles
Atoll, who is the largest independent promoter in the country,owns a
portion of Frontgate Tickets. We can also use Mobile’s strategic
position along Interstate 10 to route acts from California, to Texas, and
to Florida and other Gulf Coast regions. Independent promoters have
not generally worked together but to remain competitive with industry
giants like Live Nation, which owns the majority of music venues in
America, this past trend is likely to change.
C. Pricing
Traditionally people who get the exclusive rights to book a venue
receive 10% or higher of the gross budget a venue plans on spending
monthly to bring in acts (i.e. A venue has a $100,000 artist guarantee
monthly budget, the talent buyer would receive $10,000 for their
services). HUKA began seeking out local venues in search for the
elusive exclusive right to book. After studying the process oftalent
buying HUKA began to put proposals together with a fee of 10% of
the monthly booking budget. Most venues weren’t interested because
of our proposed percentage. We learned from our experiences that we
could not charge a premium price for an unproven service. We
continued to look for venues to book but HUKA lowered its take to
8% ofthe monthly budget. Also talent buyers usually receive the rights
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to book a venue for a number of years. HUKA decided to allow a
minimum of six months to a potential talent buying opportunity
allowing enough time to book the right acts and permit potential
venues the option to move in a different direction if proJBts are not
being realized.
D. Promotion
Every concert HUKA Entertainment produces is a form ofpromotion
for the talent-buying sector of business. People who run music venues
around the country are taking notice ofthe types ofacts HUKA has
been able to bring to the Gulf Coast which can be seen through venue
ovmers who have approached HUKA recently, about the possibility of
bring music to their venues. HUKA also promotes itselfby attended
events such as the Concert Industry Consortium in Los Angeles and
the South by Southwest music festival in Austin. Many venue owners,
booking agents, promoters, and others involved in the music business
attend these conferences. HUKA attends these events to make contacts
and find businesses that do not need the extra duty of bringing music
on their own.
E. Future Plans
As mentioned previously, HUKA Entertainment is currently speaking
with venue owners in Little Rock, AK,Pensacola, FL,Hattiesburg,
MS,and San Diego, CA about taking over their talent buying
operations. As our experience and venue talent buying resume

increases many more oppominilies will appear. Because talent buying
can be done anywhere in the world where you have internet access and
a telephone, there is a large number of venue talent buying operations
HUKA could handle with a small staff.

Conclusion
Thank you for taking the time to read my thesis and listen to my
presentation. I look fonvard to hearing your comments and suggestions
for the future benefit of HUKA Entertainment.

Yours in Music,
Bennett Drago
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Appendix
1

L’Arche Mobile—L’Arche is part of an international federation of
communities in which people with a mental handicap and those who
assist them, can live, work, and share their lives together.

2

The GMAC Bowl is a post-season NCAA-sanctioned Division 1-A
college football game that is played annually at the 40,646-seat LaddPeebles Stadium in Mobile, Alabama, since 1999. It pits a Conference
USA team against a team from either the Mid-American Conference or
the Western Athletic Conference.

3

The Senior Bowl is a post-season football exhibition game played in
Mobile, Alabama, which show cases the best NFL draft prospects of
those collegiate players who have completed their legibility.

4

5

Live Nation is a live events company based out of Beverly Hills, CA.
It is a spin off of Clear Channel Communications. Live Nation
promoted or produced over 28,500 events in 2005 with total
attendance exceeding 61 million.
Pollstar is a company that publishes free information regarding artists’
tour dates and music related news. Pollstar also provides premium
services such as Pollstar Pro, which sends subscribers contact list
information for venues, artist management, and booking agents.

Sample Forms involved in HUKA Entertainment’s Business Operations
included on the following pages.
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6)

Venue Agreement
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HUKA PRODUCTIONS
late NightSeries Venue Agreement

Oct5th,or nS";2006

between HOKA
In an agreemententered on
(Venae-Sent
ProdnctIons,U0Iprodncer]and
Ntehen Mnsic Halll.Both Parties do hereby agree to nefolloiwlng termsfor me event
listed as“92nw late nightconcertseries”.
Asthe venne I will Indemnify the prodncer and the artfsisfrom all liabilitiesin
association with my venne.I will provide a wmton letter of Indemnfflcadon from my

mnning ray venne on a normal concert nighL Including but notlimned to power,
bartenders,stock,security,sound lights,and production personnel.
production ofnce/greenreomlfrom doorsto ond load ont
Including but notiimtted to backstago,box office,ptodnciion,offiee and ViP area.
I understand thatthe producer will be acnnlrlng sponsorship for bis eventand wifi aiiow
relinquish ray rightto acnniro sponsorship for tho event
concessions and aiiow tho producer to koep ioo% ofthose rocelpis.
I agree to forfeit5% of tho nross barsales of each nightto the prodncer
By signing below I agree to the terms and conditionslisted above.
lamraoDoenoiBiiip

DAH

■m

7)

First Page of Artist Contract

I
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PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT

artistl

Keller Williams
^web^ - -

wiw^telleniwlliamsihet' —

THE FOaOWING IS AN AGREEMENT MADE ON 8/25/2006, BETWEEN THE UNDERSIGNED PURCH/VSER^)HBIBN CALLED‘PURCHASER’AND THE ARTIST
HERBN CALLED ‘ARTISr. PURCHASER HEREBY CONTRACTS FOR THE PERSWAL SERVICES OF ARTIST TO PROVIDE ENTERTAINMOn- UNDER THE
FOLLOWING TERMS.

1. PLACE OF ENGAGEMENT:Soul Kitchen

TfPEpFVENUEr CLUBI CAPj»;cnY:

\Nww.soulkitchenmobile.com

VENUE WEBSITE:
ADDRESS:

219 DAUPHIN ST, MOBILE. AL 36602
251-433-5958
VEN UE FAX;
PRODUCTION MANAGER: A.J. NILAND
PHONE: 251-391-0085

VENUE PHONE:

E-MAIL;

d

CELL 251-391-0085

●

aJ@hukaproductions.com

DATE OF ENGAGEMENT:

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 7, 2006

OTHER DATES;
ON-SALE DATE: TUE. AUG 29, 2006

ANNOUNCE DATE; FRI. AUG 25. 2006

NUMBER & LENGTH OF SETS: TWO 65 MIN SETS @
LOAD IN: ADVANCE
3.

SOUNDCHECK: ADVANCE

DUE TO ARTIST:
:

AGES;

SET TIME; 11:59 PM
DOORS;

9:00 PM

+ ROUNDTRIP FLIGHTS FOR 3 PEOPLE ($1200 BUYOUT)+3 HOTEL ROOMS FOR 2

Torts + ground transportation(kwto have own dedicated i5 passenger van
AND DRIVER FOR ENTIRE TRIP)+ ALL REQUIREMENTS PER ARTIST RIDER
Split Point Reflects maximum allowable amountonly. Actual expenses must be pravidsd night of show to detennlne deal split point

4.

DEPOSIT;

6.

COMPANY FED ID:16-1654492

7.

BILLING:

HEADLINE
TBA

8.

TICKET PRICE;

$27

9.

FACILITY FEE:

N/A

V.

DUE DATE:

$3750

6 WIRE INFO' WELLS FARGO BANK, NA
420 MONTGOMERY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104
BB4ERCIARY ACCOUNT#: 1828103064
\ ROURNG#:121000248
PLEASE NOTE ON THE WIRE
DATE,VENUE KELLER WILLIAMS
DEPOSIT CHECKS MADE OUTTO:MADISON
HOUSE INC

11. TAX:
12. GROSS POTENTIAL

10. PRODUCTION BY: VENUE

13. PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS: MATT HOGAN
.-PHONEr 303^44^618:^
E.MAIL: HOGAN@SClFipELltYJ30M .
14. MERCHANDISE:

Band Sells

MERCH %:

Recorded Materials %: 100%

NOTES / SPECIAL STIPULATIONS: '

!+

a.

f V-"*

A '●

I

T

.

/ I't -

fi 'i’Sjr

n

ARTIST TO BE PAID IMMEDIATELY FOLIO^G SHOVUDj^SH
ADOmONAL ATTACHED

U

r.

*’V-C.VL. ■

h-.}A -hi'd c

47

ONLY (UNIVERSITY CHECKS MADE PAYABLE TO KW PRODUCTIONS)
TO MADgON HOUSE WnWM(nWO»«lNG^D^

EXPENSES ANdRlDERS ARE PART OF IKB AWSMENT, SIGNI

BY:

by* y

SIGNATURE OP PURCHASER
PURCHASER; AJ. Niland

SIGNATURE OF ARTIST REPRESENTATIVE
REP: Keller WHIIams

—

HUKA Productions
2370 Hillcrest Rd Suite G
Mobile. AL 36695

KW Productions
4760 Walnut St Suite #106
Boulder, CO 86301

PHONE:
FAX:

(251)391-0085

PHONE:
FAX:

E-MAIL:

aj@hukaprDductions.com

303<544*9900
303-544-8879

AGENT EMAIL nadiaj

BOULOER GO 80301-2561
4760 WALNUT STREET #106
(303) 544- S879 (FAX)
1303) 544 9900 (OFFICE)
WWW.MADISONHOUSEINC.COM

H

8)

Sample Concert Budget
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* Based on actual receipts

Officially Submitted

3-B
HUKA
2370 Hlllcresl Rd Suite G ■ Mobile.AI36695

HUKA Productions Official Offer Sheet
Euent
Date:
Artist
Doors:
Showtime:

2/26/2007
Robert Randolph
TEA
TBA

Agency:
Agent
Email:
Phone:
Fax:

Venue:
Location:

Soul Kitchen Music Hall
954 Dauphin SL
Mobile,AL 36602
Set Up & Capacity
Age restncuons:
18 and up

AJ.Nlland

[251]391-1115
al@HUKAProductlons.com
[2511421-1394
Dennett Drago
6drago@HIIKAProductlons.cem
www.HUKAEntertainment.com

Monterey Peninsnia
Duffy McSwIggin

Uenue Information
House Take of TicKets:
House Take of Merchandise:
House location Tax Rate:
Venue Contact

Offer*
$12,500.00 Average Ticket
80% Gross Ticket Sales:
$0.00 % of House Take:
$0.00 Tax:

Guarantee:
Overage:
EsL Split Point

Headline:

Promoter Contact

$27.00
$27,000.00
$0.00
$2,160.00

Prelected Expeuses*
Hospitality:
Duyout
Hotels:
Rider Total:

$500.00
$120.00
$1,000.00
$1,620.00
$1,500.00
$300.00
$1,800.00

Support
Support
Total Talent

$12,500.00
$0.00
$0.00
$12,500.00

Ticket Print
Box Staff:
Ticket Total:

$50.00
$150.00
$200.00

RadlO/IV:
Print
Ad Total:

Rent

$500.00
$100.00
$0.00
$0.00
$600.1

Sound a Lighting:
Sound Engineers:
Light Engineers:
Rigger/Hands/Loaders:
Security:
ProducUon Total:

Clean Up:
House staff:
Insurance:
Venue Total:

Total Expenses
Promoter%
Promoter Profit
spilt Point

ia
$17,870.1
0.2
$3,574.00
$21/144.00

15%
9%
Drad Young[2511382-8473

$0.00
$250.00
$150.00
$0.00
$750.00
$1,150.00
ArUstPotenaal

Guarantee
Bonus Potential
NetPotennai

$12,500.00
$2,716.80
$15,216.80

9)

Online Ticketing Manifest
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I.

TICKET MANIFEST:Front Gate Tickets

Fage 1 ot1

TICKET MANIFEST: Front Gate Tickets
IPpwnjQad.HIjaL]
Event

92 Zew After Dark Keller Williams

Datenime:

10/07/0611:30PM to 10/07/0611:45PM

Venue:

Soul Kitchen Music Hall

SALES REVIEW
TICKET

RATE

Gen Admin

$27.00

Gross Sales

SEATS
i170

i170
NO TAX INFORMATION FOUNDI PLEASE CHECK VENUE AND TAX SETTINGS!

Gross

1170

AMOUNT
:$45S0.00
t

;$4590.00
I $4590.00

POINT OF SALE BREAKOUT
TICKET

BOXOFFICE

OUTLETS

INTERNET

PHONE

TOTAL

Gen Admin

0

0

166

4

170

100.00%

Total
Percent

0

0

166

4

170

100.00%

0.00%

0.00%

97.65%

2.35%

100.00%

100.00%

PERCENT

PAYMENT BREAKOUT
METHOD

BOXOFFICE

American Express $0.00
Discover
$0.00
Mastercard
$0.00
Visa

$0.00

Total

$0.00
0.00%

Percent

OUTLETS

INTERNET

$0.00

$243.00

;$o.oo

$81.00

I$0.00

$81.00

1.76%

i$0.00
f
$0.00

$621.00

;$io8.oo

I $729.00

!15.88%

$3537.00

$0.00

$4482.00
97.65%

$108.00
2.35%

i $3537.00
$4590.00
100.00%

i 77.06%
100.00%

UNSOLD
1030

PERCENT
100.00%

$0.00
0.00%

PHONE

*;$o.oo

TOTAL

PERCENT

$243.00

5.29%

t

100.00%

SECTION BREAKOUT
NAME
GA

CAPACITY
1200

RESERVED

SEATS

0

1200

SOLD
170

Total

1200

0

1200

170

1030

100.00%

Percent

100.00%

0.00%

100.00%

14.1r^

85.83%

100.00%

Generated 10/07/08 06:47:54 PM CST

https://secure.independenttickets.co^l^ackstage/event/^eport_manifest.php?id=10437

10/7/2006
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Sponsorship Agreement
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ZEW

HTtniBHT
concert series

th

October 5'^ 6*,f\ and 8
Thursday thru Sunday
The Party after Bayfest begins Thursday with National Artist
that have been the Headliners at some of the most respected Music
Festivals World Wide. The Concert Series begins Thursday night
at 9pm with Will Hoge and Moses Mayfield, Friday night at 12m
Rebirth Brass Band, Saturday night at 12m An Evening with
Keller Williams and Sunday 10:00 pm TBA.
The Party starts Thursday at Soul Kitchen with a capacity of
over 1000 people. Promotional announcements start September 5
and continue thru Oct 9^'\
92ZEW will air over $25,000 worth of promotional
announcements, along with advertising in The Mobile Lagniappe,
New Orleans Off Beat, “The Plainsman” Auburn Universities
Newspaper, $4000.00 on stations such as WABB,B97 in New
Orleans and other like stations. 2000 Posters in all markets at the
hottest venues. 5000 hand bills to be scattered to The Bayfest
Traffic. Web site placement with links to your site. Logo
projections within Soul Kitchen each night. VIP passes with a
special viewing area to all sponsors to include a private bar

Named Sponsors; 3 Available: to be included in all advertising
Radio, News print, web site, posted, hand bills and
8-VIP passes per night
Worth over $20,000
Your Investment $2000.00
Co- sponsors to be included in all print, web sites and vip tickets
plus posters and hand bills
2 VIP passes per night
Worth over $10,000
Your Investment $600.00

Names Sponsors
Billing
Address

Signature
Co-sponsors
Signature.
All monies to be cash in advance
Checks Payable to:
HUKA Productions, LLC

11)

Production Rental Agreement

90

Dorsett Productions Unlimited
PO Box 850157 Mobile, Al 36685
251-635-0066 office
800-694-5070 pager
251-635-0016 fax
This contract is for the rental of equipment from Dorsett Productions Unlimited,
made this 4^ day of October. 2006 consisting of an agreement between both
renter,
Name Huka Productions do AJ Niles Ph 391-0085
Address 2370 Hillcrest Rd. Mobile. Al 36695
and Mike Dorsett. The above listed renter agrees to listed conditions:
LOCATION: Soul Kitchen (Dauphin Street)
DATE: Oct.'^S"'. 2006
TYPE OF EVENT: BavFest
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT:(2) 10’x10’ truss arches w/ 3’x3’ base plates & comer
blocks $500.7 Leikos $350.6 Image pro oroi. $150.7 Leiko donuts n/c.(2)4 ch.
dimmers $60. Light board $50. 2 Source 4 oars w/ bases, blue oel $60.(1)6’x12*
scrim $50,6 custom aobos $450($75 each).6 circuit distro. $50.$75 quad box
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
EQUIPMENT TOTAL
TAX(COUNTY 7%/CITY 9%)
TOTAL
Deposit due $900.00Balance

$1795.00
Slease for release
$1795.00
$895.00

Renter accepts responsibility for damage and/or theft of equipment while in their
possession and renter will pay for replacement or repair to equipment. Renter
accepts liability for any injuries/damage caused by equipment while in their
possession. Renter is responsibl^i3r-piGk4jD and return of equipment on
specified days unless ot|}ePwfe§l[^ed upon i^ this contract. Equipment
retupfled after speciftedirental period will be^dojectto ^^ee.^
:er’s Signature

Date

Mike Dorsett

Date

Faxed
Mailed
Renter’s Drivers License #
Dep. RVd
Please sign & return along with deposit to guarantee date and terms. Thank you.
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Will Hoge Stage Plot
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Late Night Concert Series Poster
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Frontgate Ticketing Proposal
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January 23, 2007

1711 South Congress ● Austin, TX 78704

512.389.031 5 voice ● 512.499.0440 fax

About Front Gate Tickets
Front Gate Tickets is an Austin, TX based ticketing company that provides custom
solutions to music venues, performing arts centers, sports teams,festivals and
recording/touring artists. Our software has powered sales of tickets in over 650 cities
across the United States. Some of our clients include:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
♦>

Huka Productions(Mobile, AL)
Austin City Limits Music Festival
Stubb's BBQ (Austin)
Studio A (Miami)
Higher Ground (Burlington, VT)
Rob Zorhbie
Leon Russell

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Minnesota Ripknees Basketball (St. Paul, MN)

❖

Lollapalooza Festival (Chicago)
Atlanta Vision Basketball (Atlanta, GA)
Gypsy Tea Room (Dallas)
Casbah (San Diego)
Boulder Theater(Boulder, CO)
Austin Ice Bats Hockey
Green Day
Drive By Truckers

Objective
To provide Soundstage Live with a web-based ticketing solution that enables the
venue to:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sell tickets for events online atwww.frontgatetickets.com
Sell tickets via our toll free call center (888.512.SHOW). Call center hours are
Monday — Friday 9AM — 9PM CST.
Make tickets available at all Front Gate Tickets outlets in Mobile
Run its box office with our user friendly AdmitOne"^*^ box office software
(optional but requires DSL Internet connection)
Bundle merchandise with ticket sales
Use barcode scanners and print-at-home ticketing
Create shows in minutes with web-based administrative tools
Access sales data, inventory reports and customer information In real-time
through a web based interface
Build an opt-in database of ticket-buyers
Have ticket counts emailed directly to your Inbox
Use simple web-based guest list and will call printing
Access 24 X 7 technical support

Box Office Requirements
Box Office (AdmitOne)
>
Windows XP Pro
>
512 MB RAM
>
1GB Free hard drive space
>
2 Ghz processor
>
2x serial ports
>
1024 X 800 or better Gfx resolution
>

A fully functioning high speed Internet connection.

1711 South Congress ● Austin, TX 78704 ● 512.389.0315 voice ● 512.499.0440 fax

COSTS
Setup Fee
> $500(Waived with 2 year contract)
Customer Service Charges*
Ticket Price

Service

Charge
From

To

$0.00
$10.01
$15.01
$20.01
$25.01
$30.01
$35.01
$40.01
$45.01

$10.00
$15.00
$20.00
$25.00
$30.00
$35.00
$40.00
$45.00
$50.00

$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$4.50
$5.00
$5.50
$6.00

* Service charges will be added to the base ticket price for all online, phone, and box office sales usirig
AdmitOne box office software.
Optional Charges;
>

$.15/ticket fee for printing complimentary tickets.

>

Client account will be charged for mailing preprinted tickets, ticket stock, or hardware to
client

>

$20 wire fee if paid electronically insteadoi by check or direct deposit There is no fee for
payment by check or direct deposit.

While this proposal represents our best understanding of your ticketing
needs, we appreciate the opportunity to discuss the proposal specifics,
further. Please feel free to call me with any questions. We truly appreciate
your consideration and look forward to the possibility of working togeiherl
Jeff Kreinik
Front Gate Tickets
jeff@frontg atetickets.com
T: 512.674.9342

1711 South Congress ● Austin, TX 78704 ● 512.389.0315 voice ● 512.499.0440 fax
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Lagniappe Article on the Founders of HUKA
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As the weeks go by, the future of Mobile’s music scene grows brighter. National artists are ever so
slowly making their way back into this entertainment hub where 1-65 dead ends into I-10. There are
many business organizations behind the scenes driving this metropolitan promotion in the music
industry, but one is starting to lead the pack.
Huka Productions has made its presence known not only in Mobile, but also across the nation. Under the
guiding hand of 22-year-old A.J. Nilin and Bennet Drago, Huka has moved to the head ofthe pack in
short order by bringing national artists such as Michael Franti and Spearhead, moe., Robert Randolph
and the Family Band and more to the Port City.
With so many out-of-town promoters coming into our city, it’s a pleasant thought knowing one of
Mobile’s own is working hard to accentuate the positive aspects of our nascent scene.
At a young age, Nilin had the same dilemma as other Port City music lovers. "Having grown up my high
school years and college years in Mobile, the lack of music kinda inspired me," Nilin says. "1 would
have to spend all my money traveling to shows. Through the years, I made a lot of connections, and 1
just figured,‘What the hell. Mobile has a lot of potential; nobody’s really bringing anything in here.
5 If
There’s a lot of fans who want to see shows. 1 might as well bring them in.
His first experience with serious promotion came with the First Light Marathon. Marty O’Malley, who

http://www.lagniappemobile.com/article/794
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was the director at the time, was losing money on entertainment for a charitable event. O’Malley
approached Nilin for a solution.
"He knew I was involved in music at that point, and he was saying, ‘Listen, we got this charity event,
and the entertainment portion costs us more money than we bring in,’" Nilin explained. "I thinlr the first
year, they had Ugli Stick or something like that. They wanted to do something a little bit bigger, but the
goal was over the first five years was to promote it and make it bigger."
Nilin immediately booked Jeremy Lister and an old high school acquaintance by the name ofEhot
Morris, priced tickets at $10 apiece and sold 800 tickets. With the success, Nihn and his crew realized
they could promote professionally. More importantly, they saw a possibility to save Mobile’s nationally
blackballed status. ,
The Huka staff honed its skills across the South promoting lesser-known indie bands in places like
Oxford, Miss, and NOLA.In 2005, Huka Productions was officially incorporated and the chance to
bring a nationally known artist presented itself when Blue Merle appeared at The Blue Gill.
However,the show had complications. Blue Merle decided to call it quits before the show took place,
but former member Lucas Reynolds came in the band’s place. Nilin has positive memories even though
it wasn’t a huge moneymaker.
"We thought the experience was fantastic, but financially, it was so-so," says Nilin."We lost a httle bit
of money, but it wasn’t that much. It was fike $10 or $20 after everything was paid off, but that was our
first imprint in Mobile. The experience was fantastic. It was on a Friday afternoon at the Blue Gill. The
weather was perfect and the sun was setting."
It was in the natural setting at The Blue Gill that Nilin’s opinions on Mobile as a concert hub were
strengthened.
"We do have all this water and we do have pretty good weather," said Nilin."One ofthe things we really
stress is a great band experience. It goes a Httle bit besyond just the artist on stage. When you can
package together a great experience Hke it was that night, then it makes everythmg better."
With this show adding its momentum,Huka began searching for other venues to use as their
promotional platform. They eventually found a home at Soul Kitchen. Nilm together with Soul Kitchen
owner Brad Young arranged more Mobile stops for nationally known acts and the match has been
beneficial for all parties involved.
"You know, most markets have multiple venues that will hold 1,000 people that are clubs and multiple
little theaters"says Nilin. "Mobile is unique because there’s not many choices. Soul Kitchen is a great
venue because people expect those shows to be there. There’s somewhat ofa built-in crowd. Brad’s
(Young)done a very good job with bringing in shows in the past. He has a strong passion for music as
well. We have a very strong bond with those guys. The Soul Kitchen fans are very receptive, and
they’ve been very good to us."
With a home base for their shows,the Huka crewand Soul Kitchen decided that there were other ways
they could benefit the Mobile music scene. Ticketmaster has remained a dominant entity not only in
Mobile but across the nation though they have a history ofoverpricing with various "service charges.
I think that there’s a lot ofthings that could adversely affect that scene," explains Nilin."One is bad

htto://www.laenianoemobile.com/article/794
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music, two is bad fan experiences and three is bad ticketing experiences. So, with the ticketing
experience knowledge that I have and the fiiends and connections I’ve made in the past,I wanted a
ticket solution for Mobile that was easily accessible, one that was fan friendly and one iat has very little
service charges."
Enter Jeff Krienik and Front Gate Tickets. This Austin-based company(with an outlet now located in
LoDa)has made it their mission to provide tickets without the extraneous service charges. This
philosophy has attracted artists ranging from Ben Harper to Green Day. The partnership ofHuka and
Front Gate is coming to fruition, and these partners have plans of expanding outlets across Mobile.
Although many of Huka’s shows fall into the "jam band" genre, they plan on future artists from across
the charts."We wanf to see diversity," Nilin says."One ofthe downfalls of Mobile’s music scene is the
same acts play multiple times in a short amount oftime. This doesn’t do the artist justice; this doesn’t do
our music scene justice including the venues and promoters. We think that ifthe diversity continues to
grow, the music will grow,ticket buyers will grow and Mobile itself will too."
Contact Stephen Centanni at scentanni(^.lagniappemobile.com.
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Apr 10 2007 — Musical evolution is an amazing phenomenon. Recently, traditional Slavic, Arabic and
Mediterranean has been hybridized with other genres such as reggae, punk, hip-hop and electronica.
Mar 28 2007 — As the weeks go by, the future of Mobile’s music scene grows brighter.
Mar 13 2007 — On March 5, a legion of dedicated self-proclaimed "moe.rons" descended upmi Soul
Kitchen in LoDa for a night ofrighteous grooves from one ofthe most popular bands in the jam scene.
Feb 27 2007 — After several years ofsabbatical, BlueGround UnderGrass(BGUG)is back on the road
with a couple of new faces, but their down home, organic attitude towards then Amencana music is
stronger thzm ever.
Feb 13 2007- Lagniappe has the first local interview with "American Idol’s" Taylor Hicks, who is still
adjusting after winning last year’s super-popular singing competition.
Jan 30 2007- When I spoke with bassist Ben Kaufrnan, he displayed pure excitement and confidence
for Yonder Moimtain’s latest self-titled album.
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